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Crystal Structures of Minerals in the Lower Mantle
June K. Wicks and Thomas S. Duffy

Abstract
The crystal structures of lower mantle minerals are vital components for interpreting geophysical observations
of Earth’s deep interior and in understanding the history and composition of this complex and remote region.
The expected minerals in the lower mantle have been inferred from high pressure‐temperature experiments
on mantle‐relevant compositions augmented by theoretical studies and observations of inclusions in natural
diamonds of deep origin. While bridgmanite, ferropericlase, and CaSiO3 perovskite are expected to make up the
bulk of the mineralogy in most of the lower mantle, other phases such as SiO2 polymorphs or hydrous silicates
and oxides may play an important subsidiary role or may be regionally important. Here we describe the crystal
structure of the key minerals expected to be found in the deep mantle and discuss some examples of the
relationship between structure and chemical and physical properties of these phases.

6.1. Introduction

properties of lower mantle minerals [Duffy, 2005; Mao
and Mao, 2007; Shen and Wang, 2014; Ito, 2015].
The crystal structure is the most fundamental property
of a mineral and is intimately related to its major physical
and chemical characteristics, including compressibility,
density, and sound velocities. As an example, observations of seismic anisotropy in the lowermost mantle are
connected to the elastic anisotropy of the associated
minerals, and this anisotropy is ultimately dictated by
the mineral’s chemical composition and the details of its
crystal structure [Karki et al., 1997b; Marquardt et al.,
2009; Dobson et al., 2013]. Crystal structure also strongly
influences the partitioning of elements between different
phases and so plays an important role in the chemical
state of the lower mantle as well.
The expected phase assemblages and the corresponding crystal structures are largely a function of the chemical makeup of the deep mantle. Figure 6.1 illustrates the
expected mineralogies of the two major expected lithologies of the lower mantle. The pyrolite model, the most
widely accepted model for the bulk lower mantle, is based

Earth’s lower mantle, which spans from 660 km depth
to the core‐mantle boundary (CMB), encompasses nearly
three quarters of the mass of the bulk silicate Earth (crust
and mantle). Our understanding of the mineralogy and
associated crystal structures of this vast region has greatly
expanded over the course of the past two decades with
the development of new capabilities for reproducing in
the laboratory the extreme pressures and temperatures
expected to be found in the lower mantle (24–135 GPa
and 1800–4000 K) [Ricolleau et al., 2010; Irifune and
Tsuchiya, 2015]. Most structural studies of lower mantle
minerals have been carried out using the laser‐heated diamond anvil cell with X‐ray diffraction techniques, most
commonly powder diffraction, as the primary diagnostic.
Several recent review articles have summarized the major
experimental methods for exploring the structures and
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Figure 6.1 Expected volume fractions of lower mantle minerals for the pyrolite and midocean ridge basalt
compositional models. Dashed lines indicate isochemical phase transitions, the exact locations of which depend
on the mantle temperature profile. Mineral abbreviations are: Bdg, bridgmanite; Per, (ferro)periclase; Maj, majorite; Rwd, ringwoodite; Sti, stishovite; Sft, seifertite. Other abbreviations: CaPv, calcium‐silicate perovskite; CF,
calcium ferrite‐type phase; NAL, new aluminous phase; pPv, post‐perovskite. Adapted from Hirose et al. [2005];
Irifune et al. [2010], and Ricolleau et al. [2010].

on experimental and petrological studies of the peridotites and basalts of the uppermost mantle and assumes
that the lower mantle composition is broadly similar to
that of the upper mantle [Ringwood, 1975]. In pyrolite,
bridgmanite, periclase, and perovskite‐structured CaSiO3
are the major minerals found in experiments across most
of the lower mantle pressure range [Kesson et al., 1998;
Irifune et al., 2010; Irifune and Tsuchiya, 2015]. There is
geophysical evidence that subducting oceanic lithosphere
penetrates the 660 km discontinuity, thereby transporting oceanic crust in the deep mantle, perhaps reaching as
far as the core‐mantle boundary. Subducted basaltic
crust is expected to produce a different mineralogy, with
increased Ca‐perovskite together with free silica and
aluminum‐bearing phases (Figure 6.1) [Irifune and

Ringwood, 1993; Ono et al., 2001; Hirose et al., 2005;
Ricolleau et al., 2010].
6.2. Bridgmanite, (Mg,Fe)SiO3
The major mineral phase in the lower mantle and
the most abundant mineral in Earth is (Mg,Fe)SiO3
in the perovskite structure, now known as bridgmanite
[Tschauner et al., 2014]. The perovskite structure has

the general formula ABX3 and is adopted by materials
encompassing a wide range of compositions. The A site
is occupied by a large‐radius cation, the B site contains
a smaller cation, and the X site is an anion, typically oxygen or fluorine. The structure can be described as a
framework of BX6 octahedra forming a corner‐sharing
network with A cations nestled in the framework cavities
(Figure 6.2). In an ideal cubic perovskite (space group
Pm 3 m), the large A cations are in 12‐fold dodecahedral
coordination with the anion, but when a smaller cation
(such as Mg2+) occupies the A site, the octahedral framework collapses around the cation such that the coordination decreases to eightfold [Horiuchi et al., 1987].
Considerable structural diversity in perovskites can be
introduced by rotation and tilting of octahedra, as well
as through the effects of cation offsets, cation ordering,
and nonstoichiometry [Wang and Angel, 2011].
Octahedral tilting alone can lead to a number of variants
with tetragonal, orthorhombic, or monoclinic symmetry.
Perovskite‐structured MgSiO3, first synthesized by Liu
[1975], is orthorhombic with the GdFeO3‐type structure
(space group Pbnm or Pnma, Table 6.1) and is isostructural with the mineral perovskite, CaTiO3. The space
group Pnma is equivalent to Pbnm, with the following
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Figure 6.2 Cubic perovskite structure (space group Pm 3m, Table 6.1) of CaSiO3 at conditions of the lower
mantle. Spheres are Ca2+ cations each surrounded by 12 O2− anions. Si4+ cations are centered among 6 O2−
anions in an octahedral arrangement, corner shared with adjacent octahedra.
Table 6.1 Crystallographic parameters for major lower mantle
structures.
x/a

y/b

z/c

Bridgmanite, (Mg,Fe)SiO3
SG = Pnmab, a = 5.02(3) Å, b = 6.90(3) Å, c = 4.81(2) Å
a

Mg/Fe (4c)
Si/Fe (4b)
O (4c)
O (8d)

0.557(2)
0
0.931(1)
0.176(3)

1/4
0
1/4
0.575(1)

0.513(3)
½
0.381(3)
0.160(2)

Ferropericlase, (Mg,Fe)Oc
SG Fm 3m, a = 4.211(1) Å
Mg/Fe (4a)
O (4b)

0
½

0
½

0
½

Ca‐perovskite, CaSiO3d
SG Pm 3m, a = 3.546 Å
Ca (1b)
Si (1a)
O (3d)

½
0
½

½
0
0

½
0
0

CaIrO3‐type post‐perovskite, (Mg,Fe)SiO3e
SG = Cmcm, a = 2.466(1) Å, b = 8.130(6) Å, c = 6.108(10) Å
Mg (4c)
Si (4a)
O1 (4c)
O2 (8f)

0
0
0
0

0.256(2)
0
0.929(5)
0.639(4)

1/4
0
1/4
0.437(5)

a
(Mg0,75Fe0.20Na0.03Ca0.02Mn0.01)Si1.00O3, ambient pressure
[Tschauner et al., 2014].
b
The space group Pnma is equivalent to Pbnm.
c
MgO, ambient pressure [Hazen, 1976].
d
Theoretical, ambient pressure [Caracas and Wentzcovitch,
2006].
e
Mg0.93Fe0.07SiO3, 121 GPa [Zhang et al., 2013].

conversion: (a,b,c)Pnma → (b,c,a)Pbnm. Deviation from the
ideal cubic arrangement is achieved through both rotation (11.2° about the c axis at room pressure in Pbnm)
and tilting (16.7° with respect to the c axis) of SiO6

 ctahedra and offset in position of the central Mg atom
o
[Horiuchi et al., 1987] (Figure 6.3). These structural
distortion increase with increasing pressure [Fiquet et al.,
2000].
While bridgmanite can be quenched to ambient
conditions in the laboratory, direct evidence for the natural existence of this phase proved elusive for many years.
Inclusions in rare diamonds of deep origin were interpreted as breakdown products of bridgmanite [Harte and
Harris, 1994; Stachel et al., 2000]. Recently, the first natural occurrence of this phase was definitively identified in
a chondritic meteorite [Tschauner et al., 2014], allowing
assignment of the name bridgmanite. The natural sample
had the composition (Mg0.75Fe0.20Na0.03Ca0.02Mn0.01)Si1.00O3
and was found in association with akimotoite, a magnesium silicate with the ilmenite‐type structure. The formation conditions for the bridgmanite sample were estimated
to be 23–25 GPa and 2200–2400 K.
A wide range of cations can occupy the A and B sites in
perovskites. Bridgmanite itself can accommodate increasing amounts of Fe and Al under compression [Mao et al.,
1997; Ito et al., 1998]. Substitution of Fe2+ for Mg2+ in the
A site of perovskite expands the structure and decreases
the degree of distortion [Kudoh et al., 1990]. Substitution
of Fe3+ similarly expands the structure but can increase
the degree of distortion as a result of a coupled substitution mechanism involving both the A and B sites [Catalli
et al., 2010]. Incorporation of aluminum into bridgmanite can occur by either a Tschermak‐like coupled stoichiometric substitution:
Mg 2

Si 4

2 Al3 ,

(6.1)

or through nonstoichiometric substitution involving an
oxygen vacancy, VO˙˙:
2Si 4

2 Al3

..
VO .

(6.2)
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Figure 6.3 View along the b (left) and c axis (right) of bridgmanite (Pnma, Table 6.1). Gray dashed line shows the
outline of the unit cell. Tilting of SiO6 octahedra (blue) results in shortening of crystallographic axes and produces
a displacement of Mg cations (yellow spheres and representative MgO6 polyhedra) reducing the coordination
from 12 to 8.

At pressures of the lower mantle, the stoichiometric
substitution (6.1) is energetically favorable [Brodholt,
2000; Yamamoto et al., 2003; Akber‐Knutson and
Bukowinski, 2004], yet there is experimental evidence
for the operation of both substitution mechanisms in
laboratory‐synthesized samples. Nuclear magnetic resonance results are consistent with two distinct Al sites,
indicating coupled substitution [Stebbins et al., 2001],
while the enhanced compressibility observed in some
equation‐of‐state studies is more consistent with vacancy
substitution [Andrault et al., 2007]. Al3+ substitution
increases both the unit cell volume and its degree of distortion, possibly as a result of less efficient packing due
to substitution in both the A and B sites, leading to an
(Mg,Al)(Si,Al)O3 composition [Weng et al., 1982]. This
is consistent with the results of a structure refinement
study comparing perovskites synthesized with both substitution mechanisms: “stoichiometric” Al‐containing
MgSiO3 perovskites are more distorted than their “nonstoichiometric” counterparts [Kojitani et al., 2007a]. The
perovskite structure can accommodate up to 25 mol.%
aluminum, as both pyrope and almandine garnets have
been shown to adopt the perovskite structure at sufficiently high pressures [Ito et al., 1998; Kesson et al., 1995;
Dorfman et al., 2012].
Coupled substitution of Fe3+ and Al3+ allows both
cations to be preferentially incorporated into the bridgmanite phase, stabilizing Fe3+ even under the more
reducing conditions of the lower mantle [Frost and

McCammon, 2008]. This capacity to host Fe with such
high oxidation state allows for a lower mantle enriched in
Fe3+ and one that potentially contains metallic iron as
part of the equilibrium assemblage. A disproportiona-

tion of Fe2+ to Fe3+ + Fe0 has been proposed on the basis
of closed‐system experiments observing the latter [Frost
et al., 2004; Auzende et al., 2008].
The nature of the spin‐pairing crossover of Fe in
bridgmanite has been the subject of considerable

debate from both experimental and theoretical viewpoints [e.g., Lin et al., 2013]. The behavior of Fe in Mg‐
perovskite is inherently complex due to iron’s potential
to adopt multiple structural sites (A or B), valence
states (2+, 3+), and electronic configurations (high,
low, and potentially intermediate spin). It appears that
Fe2+ in bridgmanite does not undergo a spin crossover
at lower mantle 
pressures but does exhibit a large
change in quadrupole splitting as a function of pressure,
consistent with a marked increase in lattice distortion
of the A site [Jackson et al., 2005; Hsu et al., 2010]. For
ferric iron‐containing perovskite, the evidence indicates
that Fe3+ in the smaller B undergoes a transitions to a
low‐spin state by 60 GPa, whereas Fe3+ in the larger A
site remains in the high‐spin configuration [Catalli
et al., 2010].
Over the pressure range of the lower mantle, the
maximum solubility of Fe2+ in bridgmanite increases.

In Al‐free samples, a maximum solubility of Fe/(Mg+Fe)
ranges from 0.16 at 25 GPa, 1500°C [Tange et al., 2009]
to at least 0.74 at 80 GPa [Dorfman et al., 2013].
Recent laser‐heated diamond anvil experiments reported
unexpectedly that at pressures of 95 GPa (~2100 km
depth) and temperatures above 2200 K, Fe‐bearing bridgmanite disproportionates into an iron‐poor bridgmanite
phase and a previously unknown iron‐rich silicate [Zhang
et al., 2014]. If confirmed, this finding could have major
relevance for understanding the deep mantle.
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Figure 6.4 Rocksalt structure of ferropericlase (Mg,Fe)O
‾m, Table 6.1). Interpenetrating Mg/Fe (yellow spheres) and
(Fm3
O (red spheres) lattices result in octahedral coordination of
both cations and anions.

6.3. Ferropericlase, (Mg,Fe)O
Ferropericlase, (Mg,Fe)O, is the second most abundant
phase in pyrolite compositions in the lower mantle
(Figure 6.1). This phase adopts the simple rocksalt (B1)
structure (space group Fm 3 m ) consisting of interpenetrating face‐centered‐cubic lattices producing alternating
Mg2+/Fe2+ cations and O2− anions (Figure 6.4). The
structure can also be described as an edge‐share array
of (Mg,Fe)O6 octahedra in which all edges are shared
with neighboring octahedra. High pressure‐temperature
(P‐T) partitioning studies between ferropericlase and
bridgmanite indicate that iron partitions preferentially
into ferropericlase such that this mineral is expected to
have compositions around Mg/(Mg+Fe) = 0.8 under
mantle conditions [Auzende et al., 2008; Sakai et al.,
2009; Tange et al., 2009] and that iron in (Mg,Fe)O is predominately in the ferrous state [McCammon et al., 1998].
Ferropericlase also undergoes a spin‐pairing transition at
lower mantle conditions, and the effects of this transition
on density, elastic properties, partitioning behavior, and
transport properties have been the subjects of intensive
recent study [Badro et al., 2003; Sturhahn et al., 2005;
Bower et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2013; Badro, 2014].
While the Mg end‐member periclase is expected to be
stable throughout the lower mantle pressure range [Duffy
et al., 1995], the Fe end‐member, wüstite, displays more
complex behavior. At room temperature, FeO first undergoes a distortion to a rhombohedral structure (space
group R 3 m) [Mao et al., 1996; Shu et al., 1998] followed by
transition to the hexagonal B8 phase (space group P63mc)
[Fei and Mao, 1994; Murakami et al., 2004a] at ~120 GPa.
At the high P‐T conditions expected along a mantle geotherm, FeO is expected remain in the B1 structure, yet
experiments suggest it will undergo an insulator‐metal
transition near 70 GPa and 1900 K [Fischer et al., 2011].
Such a phase transition in the end‐member composition

suggests that the Mg2+‐Fe2+ solid solution, complete at low
pressures, would no longer be continuous above the transition pressure. At present, experimental confirmation of
this is inconclusive as evidence for and against dissociation
has been reported [Dubrovinsky et al., 2000; Lin et al.,
2003; Kondo et al., 2004; Ohta et al., 2014].
FeO may exist at the core‐mantle boundary as a result
of reaction with the liquid outer core metallic alloy
[Manga and Jeanloz, 1996; Buffett and Seagle, 2010]. Such
a metallic component in the lowermost mantle could
have implications for phase relations, electrical conductivity, and coupling between the core and mantle [Seagle
et al., 2008]. Iron‐rich ferropericlase may also provide an
explanation for ultra‐low seismic velocity zones observed
near the CMB [Wicks et al., 2010].
6.4. CaSiO3 Perovskite
Calcium silicate perovskite (CaSiO3, Ca‐Pv) is considered to be the third most abundant phase in the lower
mantle, comprising ~10% by volume of a pyrolite composition and up to ~25 vol % of the abundance in basaltic
regions [Irifune et al., 2010; Ricolleau et al., 2010]
(Figure 6.1). This phase was first synthesized at high pressure and temperature by Liu and Ringwood [1975]. It is
unquenchable and transforms to glass at ambient conditions [Tamai and Yagi, 1989]. The crystal structure at 300
K was originally reported to be cubic perovskite Pm 3 m
[Liu and Ringwood, 1975; Mao et al., 1989; Wang and
Weidner, 1994] (Figure 6.2). Later theoretical calculations
indicated that the cubic form was unstable at low temperatures as a result of slight rotations of the SiO6 octahedra
[Stixrude et al., 1996]. A structural distortion was subsequently confirmed by experiment [Shim et al., 2002]. The
nature of this low‐temperature noncubic distortion has
been the subject of extensive theoretical investigations
with both tetragonal [Stixrude et al., 1996; Caracas et al.,
2005] and orthorhombic [Jung and Oganov, 2005; Adams
and Oganov, 2006; Li et al., 2006a] forms being proposed.
At elevated temperatures, Ca‐Pv transforms into the
cubic structure. While one study has found that the
noncubic form remains stable up to 18 GPa and 1600 K
[Uchida et al., 2009], most studies find that Ca‐Pv becomes
cubic at relatively low temperatures (<600 K) [Kurashina
et al., 2004; Ono et al., 2004; Komabayashi et al., 2007;
Noguchi et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2014]. Thus, the cubic form
is expected to be the relevant one for Earth’s mantle.
Theoretical calculations predict a low shear modulus that
could potentially be relevant to low shear velocity anomalies in the deep mantle [Kawai and Tsuchiya, 2015].
Experiments exploring the mutual solubility of the two
perovskites (Mg into Ca‐Pv and Ca into bridgmanite)
find substitution to be very limited in the uppermost
lower mantle, but that up to 10% Mg can be substituted
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into Ca‐Pv by 55 GPa [Armstrong et al., 2012]. This effect
is enhanced with pressure, temperature, and the substitution of Ti4+ for Si4+, with Mg‐Ca forming a complete
solution at 97 GPa for modest amounts of Ti substitution
(Ti/(Ti+Si) = 0.05).
6.5. CaIrO3‐Type Post‐Perovskite Phase
While MgSiO3 bridgmanite is stable throughout most
of the lower mantle, at pressures near 125 GPa and
~2500 K (corresponding to the D″ region near the core‐
mantle boundary), it transforms to a high‐pressure
polymorph known as “post-perovskite” [Murakami et al.,
2004b; Oganov and Ono, 2004]. This phase adopts the
orthorhombic CaIrO3‐type structure (space group Cmcm).
In post‐perovskite, Si4+ and Mg2+ have the same coordination environment as in perovskite, but there are profound
differences in their structural arrangement. In contrast to
the corner‐sharing network in perovskite, the SiO6 octahedra in post‐perovskite share edges along the a axis and
corners along c. The structure is thus sheet‐like with layers
of SiO6 octahedra alternating with MgO8 layers along the
b axis (Figure 6.5). The Mg sites in post‐perovskite are
smaller and less distorted than those in Pv, resulting in a
volume reduction of ~1–1.5% across the transition.
Experimental studies of the structure of the post‐
perovskite phase have mainly been carried out using powder
X‐ray diffraction techniques [Murakami et al., 2004b; Shim
et al., 2008; Hirose et al., 2015]. First‐principles studies
of the structure and its pressure evolution are generally
consistent with experiment results [Oganov and Ono,
2004; Lin et al., 2014]. Some evidence for slight structural
modifications of the post‐perovskite structure have been
reported on the basis of polycrystalline X‐ray studies in

aluminum‐rich [Tschauner et al., 2008] and iron‐rich compositions [Yamanaka et al., 2012], but these have not yet
been confirmed. Recently, a single‐crystal structure refinement of (Mg,Fe)SiO3 post‐perovskite was carried out to
very high pressures of 120 GPa by isolating individual crystals for study from a coarse multigrain aggregate that was
synthesized in the diamond anvil cell [Zhang et al., 2013].
The anisotropic nature of the post‐perovskite structure
likely has a number of geophysical implications. The compressibility in the b direction is substantially higher than
in a or c due to the presence of the relatively soft MgO8
layer [Iitaka et al., 2004]. Theoretical calculations indicate
that post‐perovskite also has larger elastic shear wave anisotropy than perovskite. The mode of deformation is
being studied extensively in both silicate and analog compositions to attempt to explain the observed seismic anisotropy in the deep mantle in terms of the deformation
behavior and elastic anisotropy of post‐perovskite, with
no definitive answer as of yet [Oganov et al., 2005;
Yamazaki et al., 2006; Merkel et al., 2007; Miyagi et al.,
2010; Dobson et al., 2013]. Theoretical studies have also
shown that, in contrast to bridgmanite, diffusion in post‐
perovskite is highly anisotropic [Ammann et al., 2010] and
that thermal conductivity of post‐perovskite is both more
anisotropic and larger than in perovskite [Ammann et al.,
2014]. These factors may be important for understanding
the viscosity and heat flow at the base of the mantle.
6.6. SiO2 Polymorphs
Mid‐ocean ridge basalt compositions are rich in SiO2
relative to pyrolite, and the resulting mineral assemblage
is expected to contain ~10–20% free silica at lower mantle
conditions (Figure 6.1) [Irifune and Ringwood, 1993;
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Figure 6.5 Crystal structure of CaIrO3‐type post‐perovskite (space group Cmcm, Table 6.1) viewed along a (left)
and c axis (right). Gray dashed line shows the outline of unit cell. The structure consists of “sheets” of edge‐shared
SiO6 octahedra (gray) that are intercalated by Mg ions (yellow spheres and polyhedra).
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Figure 6.6 (a) Structure of rutile‐type stishovite (space group P42/mnm, Table 6.2) along the b axis. SiO6 octahedra (blue) are organized into edge-sharing chains that extend along the c direction and connect to neighboring
chains by corner sharing. The figure is depth shaded to illustrate offset in the octahedra. Slight rotation difference
between the octahedra of (b) stishovite and (c) CaCl2‐type (space group Pnnm, Table 6.2) structures can be
seen when viewed 45° from the a, b, and c axes. Octahedral tilting reduces the symmetry from tetragonal to
orthorhombic and the amount of tilt increases with pressure [Andrault et al., 1998].

Table 6.2 Crystallographic parameters of SiO2 polymorphs in
the lower mantle.
x/a

y/b

z/c

Stishovite, SiO2
SG = P42/mnm, a = 4.1812(1) Å, c = 2.6662(3) Å
a

Si (2a)
O (4f)

0
0.3063(1)

0
0.3063(1)

0
0

CaCl2‐type SiO2b
SG = Pnnm, a = 3.7201(9) Å, b = 3.9422(10) Å,
c = 2.4913(3) Å
Si (2a)
O (4g)

0
0.276

0
0.313

0
0

Seifertite, SiO2c
SG = Pbcn, a = 4.097(1) Å, b = 5.0462(9) Å, c = 4.4946(8) Å
Si (4c)
O (8d)

0
0.7336(16)

0.1522(9)
0.6245(12)

¼
0.9186(29)

Ambient pressure [Yamanaka et al., 2002].
120 GPa [Andrault et al., 1998].
c
Ambient pressure [Dera et al., 2002].
a

b

Ricolleau et al., 2010]. Stishovite, which becomes the
stable form of SiO2 at pressures above ~7 GPa, crystallizes in the tetragonal rutile‐type structure (space group
P42 /mnm) [Stishov and Belov, 1962]. This structure consists of slightly distorted SiO6 octahedra that share edges
to form chains running parallel to the c axis (Figure 6.6a).
Each octahedron is corner linked to four neighboring
chains. The structure can also be described as a distorted

hexagonal close‐packed array of O2− anions with half of
the octahedral sites occupied. A number of structural
studies of stishovite have been reported at both ambient
[Sinclair and Ringwood, 1978; Hill et al., 1983] and high
pressures [Sugiyama et al., 1987; Ross et al., 1990].
Stishovite has been observed naturally as an inclusion
phase in diamonds of deep origin [Joswig et al., 1999]
and as a product of transient high pressure‐temperature
meteorite impact events [Chao et al., 1962].
At ~50 GPa, stishovite undergoes a displacive phase
transition to the orthorhombic CaCl2‐type structure
(orthorhombic, space group Pnnm) [Cohen, 1987;
Tsuchida and Yagi, 1989; Kingma et al., 1995]. This structure differs from stishovite only by a small rotation of the
octahedral chains (Figure 6.6c). The transition is driven
by the softening of a zone‐center optic mode that couples
with acoustic modes to produce a marked softening of
the shear elastic constants [Cohen, 1992; Karki et al.,
1997a; Jiang et al., 2009; Asahara et al., 2013]. As a result,
even a small fraction of free silica may produce a detectable seismic signal in the mid‐lower mantle [Karki et al.,
1997a]. Several studies have attempted to associate this
transition with seismic reflectors observed at greater
than 800 km depth [Kawakatsu and Niu, 1994; Vinnik
et al., 2001, 2010]. The P‐T phase boundary for the
post‐stishovite transition has been examined a number
of times [Kingma et al., 1995; Ono et al., 2002; Tsuchiya
et al., 2004; Nomura et al., 2010]. Nomura et al. [2010]
reported a positive Clapeyron slope for the transition
and predicted a transition pressure of ~70 GPa along
a typical mantle geotherm and 56 GPa for conditions
appropriate to a subducting slab. These correspond
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Figure 6.7 Structure of α‐PbO2‐type SiO2, seifertite (space group, Pbcn, Table 6.2), viewed along the a (left) and
b axis (right). The octahedra are depth shaded to aid in distinguishing top layers of SiO6 octahedra, dark blue, from
underlying layers, lighter blue. Unlike the stishovite and the CaCl2‐type structures (Figure 6.6), the SiO6 octahedra
are organized into kinked chains that allow both for more efficient packing and less-distorted octahedra.

to depths of about 1400–1700 km in the mantle.
Incorporation of aluminum and water into SiO2, however, has been shown to markedly reduce the post‐
stishovite transition pressure [Lakshtanov et al., 2007;
Bolfan‐Casanova et al., 2009].
At yet higher pressures, SiO2 undergoes a further
transformation to seifertite, which has the scrutinyite
(α‐PbO2‐type, space group Pbcn) structure [Murakami
et al., 2003; Dubrovinsky et al., 2001; Belonoshko et al.,
1996; Grocholski et al., 2013]. In this phase, distorted
SiO6 octahedra are arranged into kinked chains extending along the c axis, resulting in a small density increase
compared with stishovite and the CaCl2‐type phase
(Figure 6.7). The reported transition pressure is close to
that of Earth’s CMB, but it is not yet clear if this phase
would definitely be expected to exist in the D″ region
just above the CMB [Murakami et al., 2003; Shieh et al.,
2005; Grocholski et al., 2013]. The presence of aluminum
appears to have a modest effect in reducing the transition
pressure, which may be enough to stabilize the phase in
Earth’s deep lower mantle [Andrault et al., 2014].
Seifertite has also been found in a number of meteorites where it appears to have experienced shock pressures
well below those of the expected stability field [Sharp
et al., 1999; Dera et al., 2002; Goresy et al., 2008].
Theoretical studies have shown that there exists a large
family of closely related and energetically competitive
phases of SiO2 with closed‐packed oxygen anions and
different arrangements of Si in the octahedral sites [Teter
et al., 1998]. As a result, the metastable formation of
silica structures may occur under various conditions, and
this may explain the observation of seifertite in meteorites [Kubo et al., 2015]. In laboratory studies, the observed
phase may depend on starting material, stress conditions,
or P‐T path. There have been reports of the occurrence
of seifertite or a related structure at much lower pressures (~80 GPa) in some high‐temperature experiments

[Dubrovinsky et al., 1997, 2001] or upon compression
of cristobalite starting material at room temperature to
~50 GPa [Dubrovinsky et al., 2001; Shieh et al., 2005].
6.7. Aluminous Phases
Two aluminum‐rich phases expected in basalt lithologies
at high pressures are the “new aluminous phase” (NAL)
and a phase with the Ca‐ferrite structure (called the “CF
phase”) (Figure 6.1). Together, these two phases may
account for 10–25 vol.% of subducting basaltic crust in the
lower mantle [Ono et al., 2001; Ricolleau et al., 2010; Irifune
and Ringwood, 1993]. The Ca‐ferrite structure is a common
high‐pressure structure type adopted by several compositions including MgAl2O4 [Irifune et al., 1991], CaAl2O4
[Reid and Ringwood, 1969], and NaAlSiO4 [Liu, 1977]. It is
one of a series of similar structures (CaFe2O4, CaTi2O4,
CaMn2O4) that are common high‐pressure polymorphs
of spinel‐structured phases [Yamanaka et al., 2008]. Single‐
crystal diffraction experiments have recently shown that
forsterite, Mg2SiO4, metastably adopts a related structure
upon room temperature compression above 58 GPa
[Finkelstein et al., 2014].
The general formula for the Ca‐ferrite structure is
XY2O4 where the eight‐fold coordinated X site can be
occupied by the mono‐ and divalent cations K+, Na+,
Ca2+, and Mg2+, and the six‐coordinated Y sites are occupied by Al3+ and Si4+. The structure is orthorhombic
(space group Pbnm) (Figure 6.8), and consists of edge‐
sharing double chains of octahedra that form tunnels
parallel to the c axis with the X cations occupying spaces
between the double chains.
The NAL phase is hexagonal (space group P63 /m)
and has the general formula AX2Y6O12 where A is a
nine‐fold coordinated channel site typically occupied
by large mono or divalent cations such as Na+ or K+ or
Ca2+ [Gasparik et al., 2000; Miura et al., 2000; Miyajima
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Figure 6.8 Calcium ferrite‐type structure (space group Pbnm, Table 6.3) viewed along (left) and oblique (right) to
the c axis. AlO6 octahedra (light blue) edge share to form double chains extending along the c axis. Eight‐fold
coordinated cations (yellow spheres and polyhedra) are located in channels made up of four double chains–two
edge‐on and two face‐on. This model is based on structural parameters for the MgAl2O4 end‐member [Kojitani
et al., 2007b], whereas the Ca‐ferrite‐type phase in basaltic compositions of the mantle can exist within the
NaAlSiO4‐MgAl2O4 system.

et al., 2001] (Figure, 6.9). The X site is six‐coordinated
but trigonal prismatic rather than octahedral and is typically occupied by Mg2+ or Fe2+. The octahedrally coordinated Y site is occupied by Al3+ or Si4+. Like the Ca‐ferrite
structure, the distorted Y octahedra form edge‐sharing
double chains extending along the c axis that are corner
linked to form tunnels. Within the tunnels lie the larger
A sites while the smaller X sites are surrounded by three
double chains. With multiple sites that can each accept
more than one cation, the NAL structure can accommodate a wide range of compositional variation.
The large cation sites in the NAL and CF structure
allow them to be potential hosts for the alkali elements in
subducted crust. Of the two structures, NAL more readily accommodates large ions due to its nine‐fold site
[Miyajima et al., 2001]. Theoretical studies indicate that
pressure tends to favor the stability of the CF phase with
respect to NAL, but that NAL is stabilized by Mg2+ or
alkali element enrichment [Kawai and Tsuchiya, 2012;
Mookherjee et al., 2012]. As a result, the relative abundance of these phases in the lower mantle will depend on
composition. K‐free NAL was shown to become unstable
above 27 GPa and 1850 K [Imada et al., 2011]. Previous
studies of basaltic compositions showed that the NAL
phase was only stable to ~40 GPa [Ricolleau et al., 2010].
However, it has been shown that K‐rich NAL [Kojitani
et al., 2011] is stable throughout the lower mantle pressure range [Kato et al., 2013] and could exist in deeply
subducted sediments or continental crust [Kawai et al.,
2009; Komabayashi et al., 2009]. K‐rich NAL may then be
a host for K in the deep mantle and could contribute to
radiogenic heating in the deep Earth [Kato et al., 2013].
Recently, inclusion compositions in diamonds inferred to

originate from the lower mantle have provided evidence
for the CF and NAL phases in natural samples for the
first time [Walter et al., 2011]. Structural differences
between these two phases lead to distinct physical properties—density functional theory calculations show that the
NAL phase has low seismic velocities compared to the
CF phase, and NAL could contribute to low‐velocity
provinces in the deep mantle [Mookherjee et al., 2012].
6.8. Possible Hydrous Phases
There is considerable interest in the potential role of
hydrogen in deep‐mantle crystal structures, as the presence of hydrogen, even in small quantities, can strongly
affect physical and chemical properties such as melting,
viscosity, phase transitions, and seismic velocities. In the
upper mantle, a variety of crystal structures can accommodate hydrogen, especially under lower temperature
conditions of subducting slabs. Nominally anhydrous
minerals such as wadsleyite and ringwoodite are potential hosts for water in the transition zone [Smyth, 1987;
Kohlstedt et al., 1996; Pearson et al., 2014],. The role of
hydrous phases in the lower mantle is only beginning
to be explored but has been a growing focus of study in
recent years.
6.8.1. Phase D
Among the hydrous magnesium silicates that are potential hosts for water in the upper mantle and transition
zone [Prewitt and Parise, 2000], phase D has the highest
pressure stability (to ~44 GPa and 1400°C, corresponding to depths of ~1250 km) [Shieh et al., 1998]. This phase
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Table 6.3 Crystallographic parameters of aluminous
and hydrous phases in the lower mantle.
x/a

y/b

z/c

Calcium ferrite‐type MgAl2O4
SG = Pbnm, a = 9.9498(6) Å, b = 8.6468(6) Å,
c = 2.7901(2) Å
a

Mg (4c)
Al1 (4c)
Al2 (4c)
O1 (4c)
O2 (4c)
O3 (4c)
O4 (4c)

0.3503(4)
0.3854(4)
0.8964(3)
0.8344(7)
0.5279(7)
0.2150(7)
0.5709(6)

0.7576(6)
0.4388(5)
0.4159(4)
0.2005(8)
0.1201(6)
0.5357(8)
0.4089(7)

1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

New aluminous phase, NALb
SG = P63/m, a = 8.7225(4) Å, c = 2.7664(2) Å
M1 (6h)
M2 (2d)
M3 (2a)
O1 (6h)
O2 (6h)

0.98946(8)
2/3
0
0.1283(2)
0.3124(2)
SG

Mg (1a)
Si (2d)
O (6k)
Hd (6k)

0.34353(9)
1/3
0
0.5989(2)
0.2024(2)

1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

Phase D, MgSi2H2O6c
P 31m, a = 4.7453(4) Å, c = 4.3450(5) Å
0
2/3
0.6327(2)
0.536(13)

0
1/3
0
0

0
1/2
0.2716(2)
0.091(10)

Phase H, MgSiH2O4e
SG = Pnnm, a = 4.733(2) Å, b = 4.325(1) Å, c = 2.842(1) Å
Mg/Si (2a)
O (4g)
Hf (4g)

0
0.347(1)
0.475

0
0.230(1)
0.042

0
0
0

Ambient pressure [Kojitani et al., 2007].
Na0.41[Na0.125Mg0.79Al0.085]2[Al0.79Si0.21]6O12, ambient
pressure [Pamato et al., 2014].
c
Mg1.11Si1.89H2.22O6, ambient pressure [Yang et al., 1997].
d
Partial H occupancy of 0.37.
e
Ambient pressure [Bindi et al., 2014].
f
  Tentative H position, assumed occupancy of 0.50.
a

b

can form upon breakdown of serpentine and could serve
as a water carrier in cold lithosphere subducting into the
lower mantle [Liu, 1986; Frost and Fei, 1998].
Phase D has the ideal formula MgSi2O4(OH)2 but is
typically nonstoichiometric. It crystallizes in the trigonal
system (space group P 31m ) [Kudoh et al., 1997; Yang
et al., 1997]. Oxygen anions form a hexagonal close‐
packed lattice with Si4+ and Mg2+ both occupying octahedral sites. The MgO6 and SiO6 octahedra are organized
into alternating layers along the c direction. The SiO6
octahedra form gibbsite‐like layers in which each octahedron shares 3 edges, leaving one third of the octahedral

b

c
a

Figure 6.9 New aluminous phase, NAL (space group P63/m,
Table 6.3) viewed along the c axis. Around each Mg2+ ion
(small yellow spheres) are three double chains of AlO6 octahedra (light blue) connected by corner‐sharing oxygen ions.
Large channels are formed by six SiO6 octahedra in three
double chains and are occupied typically by Na+ or K+ ions
(large green spheres) at half occupancy.

sites vacant. MgO6 octahedra lie above and below vacant
sites in the SiO6 layer and are corner linked to the Si octahedra, and so two thirds of the Mg octahedral sites are
empty (Figure 6.10).
The hydrogen positions are located in the MgO6 layers,
with O‐H bonds facing away from SiO6 octahedra.
Typically, approximately one third of the proton positions are occupied. Phase D exhibits considerable disorder and compositional variability as a function of
synthesis conditions, with reported Mg/Si ratios variable
between 0.55 and 0.71 and H2O content variable between
10 and 18 wt.% [Frost and Fei, 1998]. Phase D can incorporate both aluminum and iron: the presence of Al in
phase D has been shown to extend its stability field,
although the presence of Fe counteracts this expansion
[Ghosh and Schmidt, 2014]. Very recently an aluminum‐
rich variant of phase D (Al2SiO4(OH)2) has been synthesized, and its stability field was found to extend to over
2000°C at 26 GPa [Pamato et al., 2015]. Disordering
of Al and Si cations renders the two previously distinct
octahedral sites equivalent, increasing the symmetry and
enhancing the stability of this phase.
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Figure 6.10 Dense hydrous magnesium silicate, phase D (space group P 31m, Table 6.3), viewed along the a axis
(left) and c axis (right). SiO6 octahedra (blue) share edges with neighbors to form rings in layers perpendicular to
the c axis. Mg cations (yellow spheres and representative MgO6 polyhedron) partially occupy the spaces between
the SiO6 rings in alternating layers. Charge balance is achieved by hydrogen anions represented by small pink
spheres.

Phase D exhibits anisotropic compression as a result
of the layered nature of the structure, with strong SiO6
layers alternating with weaker MgO6 octahedra resulting in enhanced compressibility along the c axis [Frost
and Fei, 1999]. Theoretical calculations of the elastic
constants indicate that the anisotropy decreases with
depth but significant anisotropy in seismic wave velocities is retained to the highest pressures [Mainprice
et al., 2007].
It has been suggested on theoretical grounds that
hydrogen bonding in phase D will increasingly approach
and finally reach a condition of symmetric bonding at
~40 GPa [Tsuchiya et al., 2005]. A symmetric hydrogen
bond is one in which the hydrogen atom is located at the
midpoint between the two neighboring oxygen atoms,
rather than the asymmetric O‐H distances that characterize a conventional hydrogen bond. H bond symmetrization in phase D is predicted to affect the compression
behavior, resulting in an ~20% increase in the bulk
modulus [Tsuchiya et al., 2005]. While a powder X‐ray
diffraction study has reported evidence for such an anomaly [Hushur et al., 2011], a more recent high‐resolution
single‐crystal X‐ray study to 65 GPa found no evidence
for a bulk modulus anomaly to at least this pressure [Rosa
et al., 2013]. No evidence for hydrogen bond symmetrization was found in an infrared spectroscopic study [Shieh
et al., 2009] or in other theoretical calculations [Mainprice
et al., 2007]. However, a spin‐pairing transition in Fe3+‐
bearing phase D is reported to produce a pronounced
softening of the bulk modulus [Chang et al., 2013].

6.8.2. δ‐AlOOH and Phase H
Hydrous aluminum oxides and silicates, such as δ‐
AlOOH and phase H, are also candidate deep‐mantle
water carriers. δ‐AlOOH is a high‐pressure polymorph of
diaspore that was initially synthesized at 21 GPa and
1300 K [Suzuki et al., 2000]. Experiments have now shown
that its stability extends over the entire range of conditions (to 134 GPa and 2300 K) expected in the lower
mantle [Sano et al., 2004, 2008]. At low pressures, δ‐
AlOOH crystallizes in a distorted rutile‐type structure
with the noncentrosymmetric orthorhombic space group
P21nm [Suzuki et al., 2000; Komatsu et al., 2006;
Vanpeteghem et al., 2007]. The structure contains both
AlO6 and HO6 octahedra, and the oxygen anions form a
slightly distorted hexagonal close‐packed arrangement
perpendicular to the b direction.
A recent single‐crystal X‐ray diffraction study indicates
that δ‐AlOOH transforms to the CaCl2‐type structure
(space group Pnnm) at ~8 GPa [Kuribayashi et al., 2013].
As described above, this structure consists of corner‐
sharing chains of edge‐sharing octahedra (AlO6, in this
case). There is no discontinuity in unit cell volume across
this displasive transition. The main difference between
the two structures lies in the disordering of hydrogen
atoms in the high‐pressure structure. The substitution of
small amounts of Mg2+ and Si4+ into δ‐AlOOH also
promotes the transformation from P21nm to the Pnnm
CaCl2‐type structure [Komatsu et al., 2011]. The nature
of the hydrogen bonding in these phases has been
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Figure 6.11 View of the phase H structure (space group Pnnm, Table 6.3) along the a (left) and c axis (right).
Distorted Mg/Si octahedra (yellow) are charge compensated by H+ ions (pink spheres), which may occupy one of
two positions depicted between the octahedra.

e xtensively discussed, especially with regard to the formation of symmetric hydrogen bonds, but there is currently
no consensus on this issue [Tsuchiya et al., 2002; Panero
and Stixrude, 2004; Li et al., 2006b; Xue et al., 2006;
Vanpeteghem et al., 2007; Sano‐Furukawa et al., 2008].
A related hydrous silicate, called phase H, MgSiO2(OH)2,
was predicted theoretically and synthesized near 50 GPa
[Tsuchiya, 2013; Nishi et al., 2014]. The phase, which contains 15 wt.% water, can be quenched to ambient conditions [Nishi et al., 2014]. A single‐crystal X‐ray diffraction
study on a recovered sample of phase H shows that it
adopts the orthorhombic CaCl2‐type structure (Pnnm),
with Mg2+ and Si4+ disordered over the octahedral sites
[Bindi et al., 2014]. H− positions are expected to be disordered in this structure (Figure 6.11).
The stability field for end‐member phase H appears
to be relatively narrow and confined to conditions of the
upper part of the lower mantle [Tsuchiya, 2013; Ohtani
et al., 2014]. However, based on structural similarity, it is
expected that phase H and δ‐AlOOH (whose formulas
can be written, respectively, as MgSiH2O4 and AlAlH2O4)
will exhibit extensive solid solution at high pressures
[Bindi et al., 2014]. Experiments have now shown that
intermediate δ‐AlOOH‐MgSiO2(OH)2 compositions can be
synthesized together with perovskite and post‐perovskite
under slab geotherm conditions, making them plausible
candidate hydrous phases under lower mantle conditions
[Ohira et al., 2014].
6.9. Summary
In this review, we have summarized the current status
of our understanding of lower mantle minerals and
their structures. Despite much activity over the last two
decades, the lower mantle remains a region that is still

poorly understood. Future progress is likely to come
from technical advances in high‐pressure crystallography.
For example, single‐crystal synchrotron X‐ray diffraction
techniques in the diamond anvil cell are now extending
into the lower mantle pressure range [Merlini and
Hanfland, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013; Duffy, 2014], and
capabilities for simultaneous high P and T single‐crystal
diffraction are being pioneered [Dubrovinsky et al., 2010].
These advances will allow us to better understand the
crystallographic consequences of cation substitution,
water incorporation, and effects of temperature on
minerals stable only at these high pressures.
The pressure range of multianvil press techniques can
now reach well into the lower mantle range as a result of
the development of sintered diamond anvil technology
[Yamazaki et al., 2014]. The combined larger sample size
and more uniform heating at high pressures may resolve
current discrepancies in phase stability and element partitioning between lower mantle phases. Concurrently, the
capabilities of theoretical studies using density functional
theory have continued to expand [Wentzcovitch et al.,
2010]. Each of these developments holds considerable
future promise for further understanding of deep‐mantle
crystal structures in the coming years.
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